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abstract

One of the many added-value services that can be provided over an integrated teleradiology services network is access to high-performance computing facilities in order to execute computationally intensive image analysis and visualization tasks.

Although an enormous amount of work has been devoted in developing medical image processing algorithms and systems, we currently lack a framework that can integrate prior achievements in the field and provide the added-value features that support and in essence realize what we call a ’service’. In this poster, we present DIPE, a novel distributed environment which has been developed to support medical imaging processing services within the integrated regional health telematics network, currently under development by the Institute of Computer Science, Foundation for Research and Technology - Hellas, on the island of Crete.

DIPE

a novel environment to support image processing services

- distributed execution of image processing algorithms
- plug-n-play insertion of third-party image processing services
- software development, testing, & evaluation
- construction & processing of algorithms
- intelligent mechanisms for computational resource management
- integration with other services & systems

DIPE architecture

- expandable and scalable architecture
- object oriented design based on autonomous co-operating agents
- persistent and robust distributed execution of algorithms
- user transparency in terms of:
  - software and hardware platforms
  - network technologies
  - application domain

algorithm repository

- virtual repository, distributed over the network
- each segment consists of a machine-specific collection of algorithms
- the repository may contain both new and third party algorithms, where only the executable is available
- algorithms either private to a single user or public (at various user group levels)
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**macros**
- no constraint on complexity of algorithm combinations and inter-relationship of I/O data
- individual algorithms may be located at different segments of the distributed repository
- individual scheduling of the execution of each macro segment
- macros follow the same generic structure of any algorithm within DIPE

**resource management**
- distributed decision making process
- based on the market metaphor
- realized through the cooperation of execution agents

**task assignment**
- minimum cost
- minimum execution time
- reliability of bidder

**macro processing**
- a state transition machine, that controls the execution of a macro
- responsible for macro decomposition and scheduling of individual algorithms
- models macros as directed, acyclic graphs
- able to report on the status of the macro execution

**manager**

**DIPE**
- one of the added value services offered by a teleradiology service network

implemented on:
- Unix & Windows 95/NT heterogeneous networks

**telemedicine services network**